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Q

Today for the first time, I started 'investigating' Q.

I resonate with Love and higher order, not with

suspicion and Conspiracy Theory.

But, I've noted predictions of the CT's that seem to

have come to pass,

and am intrigued to know Donald Trump's role.

FROM SIMAN-RA ASCENSION UPDATES

This was a Q post from 2018 that is re-surfacing now. If

Q is referring to the recent explosions that we have

seen in various parts of the world in the past 48 hours

as the "BOOMS", then we may have a short period of

BLACKOUT coming!

Q speaks in code, for a reason. No one knows with

surety whether the blackout is actually happening, or

what the 'BLACKOUT' even refers to.
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On a side note, there has been a lot of talk in the

White Hat Communities for a while now that the

entire internet may have to be shut down for a few

days during this transition from DARK TO LIGHT. This

is so that the DARK NODES that are in place in the

Root internet servers can be disabled before turning

the internet back on. These dark nodes have been put

in place by the Cabal so that they can spy on the

internet traffic from anywhere in the world, thereby

giving them access to *ALL* private & confidential

data.

Blackout could also mean that TRUMP is going dark

so that there are no attempts on his life based on the

volatility before Elections. At the whirlpool forum, he

stated "you might not be seeing me for a while

because I have rich enemies and they don't like what

I'm doing."

The system is being cleaned up from the inside-out.

No shortcuts will be taken. No loopholes will remain.

This IS the Great Awakening <3

It is recommended to stock up on 2-3 weeks of non-

perishable food items & essential supplies during

times of such chaos and instability. Better to be over-

prepared than not prepared at all <3

Love,

EldoRa

PS - TRUST THE PLAN



[GARY'S NOTE: TRUST DIVINE GUIDANCE WITHIN.]

We are transitioning towards a brand new Global

Financial System where ALL bank debts, mortgages

and credit card balances will be forgiven and Income

tax will be abolished. Sound too good to be true? Well

then keep listening ;)

So many spectacular and positive changes are taking

place on our planet where futuristic technologies will

change our lives for the better. And all of this is taking

place within sooner than we can imagine!

Love you family <3

- EldoRa & Siman

https://youtu.be/dq_IXYBYu1o

facebook.com/eldora1111

facebook.com/simanra

#Gesara #QFS #GoldBackedCurrency

GARY'S NOTE: 

VIEWS EXPRESSED BY OTHERS ARE NOT

NECESSARILY MINE, AND ARE INCLUDED DUE TO

INTEREST IN MANY VIEWS.

I've seen versions of answers from both sides of the

conspiracy theory fence, yet questions which remain

in me include:

1. What is the true extent of the pedophilia ring?



2. If the collapse of the economy is a controlled

demolition, by whom and to what end?

3. Are compulsory vaccines part of a long planned

event, by whom, and to what end?

4. Are the C.C.I. and universal registrar part of a long

planned event, by whom, and to what end?

5. Is there anything behind the proliferation of hoaxes

and censorship besides profit motives?

6. What events were predicted, and by whom, before

they were evident? -

Compulsory vaccines

Economic collapse

High-end arrests (what can be verified?)

Riots

Stimulus checks

Universal registrar

Widespread dis-information

PLEASE NOTE CAREFULLY THE SLIDESHOW OF

SCREENSHOTS BELOW.

The posts which come up from a Trump keyword

search on the Whole Human site make a trail of my

thoughts since the 2016 USA Presidential Election.

Over what may appear to be a rabbit trail, there is a

progression.

It is an adventure of exploration, experimenting with

thoughts, making discoveries, having realizations, and

gaining a more complete perspective by considering

all perspectives.

1. 2016 USA Presidential Election



During the election campaign, I often passed a

'compound' with a Hummer, BMW and other

vehicles in the front yard displaying Trump

stickers. The Bimmer has a personalized license

plate, 'Mo Moola....'

2. SUMMARY 001

Trump is a product of this materialistic culture

we live under. Epistemically western culture is

motivated by striving for money, status and

recognition, which is focused on results and

efficiency but that can have severe

consequences because you're always ...

3. Q

Today for the first time, I started 'investigating'

Q. I resonate with Love and higher order, not

with suspicion and Conspiracy Theory. But, I've

noted predictions of the CT's that have come to

pass, and am intrigued to know Donald Trump's

role....

4. COVID19

Matt Gaetz, Ted Cruz, Mike Pence, Mike

Pompeo and Mark Meadows were all

supposedly exposed. What better way to

explain their upcoming absence in DC than

quarantine at their homes? Q already told us

when the mass arrests happen, Trump will be

safely out of the country.

5. THE PLAN

Even though I've never been a fan of Trump or

politics in general, and have strong feelings



against his rape of the environment, I allow

myself to believe Trump may come through

with taking down the deep state, the cabal (if it

exists as such)...

6. Good and Evil (Ch. 10 of 'The Impersonal Life')

TRUMP NATION and highlighted photos of

people who identify with the presidential

candidate, Donald Trump. Image credit:

usatoday.com

7. PERSPECTIVES

Please know that Trump and his family have

stake in the company that makes

hydroxychloroquine and some of his top donors

have very large stakes in that company! Ulterior

motives make the conversation much less

believable...

8. CRYPTO 001

Trump, Putin and Jinping together stand for a

global Blockchain based Currency System. I am

all up for being one step ahead!

9. CRYPTO 014

1:40:10 What do you think about Twitter fact

checking Donald Trump?

10. THE EVENT

'The Event' Is Happening Now! by Siman

RELATED POSTS A worthwhile 30 minute video,

'The Galactic Plan to Rescue Planet Earth'

follows. As with any information, please apply

your discernment. I like the video because it is



comprehensive, hits the main points, and the

presenter has ...

11. CHILDREN

Trump is finishing what JFK started, and that

our planet will soon see mass public disclosure

of all the evil and tyranny that has been

reigning on this planet. Our children will see

justice, and all the pain and suffering on this

planet will ...

12. ASCENSION

90% of Earth’s population. Russia, China, Iran,

and Italy are working covertly with the

President of the United States, Donald Trump

(POTUS). They have exaggerated the Virus scare

by releasing dis-information into the

mainstream media. The purpose was to create

PANIC amongst ...

13. CLARITY

Since removing myself from online activity (ah,

the bliss of quiet!) I am not as informed, neither

as potentially mis-informed. I understand

Trump wants to stop following

recommendations from the W.H.O. or CDC.

That would be a move of which I approve. ...I

can’t say what agreements they’ve made

behind closed doors....

Now, since the idea is to gain a more complete

perspective by first considering all perspectives with a

neutral and open mind, an opposing view to that of

QANON supporters/believers has to be included. If a



truth is to be known, it is essential to keep separating

facts from emotions. So far, what I've found on

debunking sites is a tone which feels more

emotionally charged, and less aligned with my cores

values, than on sites which favor the Q view.

That doesn't mean I am buying in to Q, just keeping

an open mind to it. Some Q followers have a tone

which sounds to me similar to religious fanatics. Is Q

an attempt to keep Donald Trump in power? Or is it

actually disclosure?

What I'd like to see now is a factual presentation of

predictions from the Q movement which can be

independently verified to have been fulfilled. Are

hundreds of celebrities and high-ranking politicians

and executives actually being arrested and indicted

for their participation in a global satanic pedophilia

ring -- or is that an unsubstantiated claim of fanatical

conspiracy theorists? And so on....

Then there are the questions, 'what do I really need to

know?' and 'how does knowing keep anyone safe or

improve our lives?'

FOLLOW "Q"

(From THE QANON HUB)

The good people of America, Left and Right, Democrat

and Republican, White or of color, young and old, are

witnessing the take-back of America from a large

number of very powerful criminals who have been

destroying society and the world for several decades,

maybe longer. This is the greatest story of our time.



You have the choice of either scratching your head in

confusion when seeing events unfold, or looking at

the information provided by Q to understand the real

story. These are people I trust to bring you the right

information.

There are many others you can find too. Don't be a

sheep. They want you divided. They have been

working to divide us forever. It's time to wake up and

experience true freedom instead of the fake kind we

have been living under.

The good guys, with control over the NSA, began the

Q intelligence dissemination program to invoke an

online grassroots movement that came to be called

"The Great Awakening". It started on underground

internet channels, then moved to the mainstream.

Q has been a fun distraction for those who follow

world events and desire truth, but it is about to begin

a much more important and necessary phase -

keeping the public informed when the Deep State war

breaks out onto the surface. By this, I mean high-

profile arrests.

Yes folks. The criminals I am referring to are famous

politicians, actors, singers, CEOs and celebrities.

People who have earned our trust, respect and

admiration. They have done very bad things that are

all fully known and documented, and they will be

severely punished.

Those of us who have followed Q since the beginning

will be here to help you make sense of the coming



events. We are among the first to realize that our petty

partisan divisions are just trivial distractions, and we

are all enslaved by a hidden enemy.

We realize that the problem was never Capitalism or

Socialism, Democrat or Republican, black or white,

Muslim or Christian. We know it was just very powerful

criminals who had too much power and were

crushing us under debt and asinine entertainment.

It's time to buckle your seatbelt, recognize your true

enemy, and embrace a new future that we all owe to

the brave patriots who risked their lives to achieve this

victory against the greatest force of evil the world has

ever seen.

Disclaimer: No accusations of guilt towards anyone

featured in this video. Site maintained for simple

collection of information for the Q Movement!

QMAP.pub

Pages may have drops reassigned to a different pages

as the updates evolve at QPubs.

Page 56 - Earliest Q Drop....

Q-UPDATES

This slideshow of screenshots is the beginning of my

'investigation.'

From THE QANON HUB and other sources, including

opposing views.
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